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Discernment
The Master’s Papers, #109

I discovered the following transcript wedged in between the pages of “A Treatise
On Cosmic Fire” by Alice A. Bailey. These words, given to me, seem relevant for
this mailing. Even as the Master speaks to me, He speaks to all of us.—C.
Discernment
Because we are in a critical period of
change and transferring energy from
one path to another, there are several
points of discernment that may serve
as a hand of Guidance for you.
1. Who is the teacher? Those who laud
themselves, proclaiming themselves by
titles, foolish names and
advertisements; lauding their own
capabilities and accomplishments on
the path of illumination? You would
fare well to avoid these ones for they
are not of Me. They are still trapped in
false ego and have not reached as yet
the realm of the true teacher after the
Order of Melchizedek.
2. You, too, must learn and practice
discretion as to what you say and how
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3. Envy not. Those you envy may not
be who you think they are. Return
your full attention to the Christ within
your own heart. It is here, in this
place, that “All that I AM is yours.”
4. Those who say little to nothing
about themselves and demonstrate
living truth are the true Melchizedek
teachers, not the ones wearing labels
on their lapels.

Divine Direction
I had entered into meditation and
healing prayer for specific individuals
who had requested my help and
prayer assistance. As I did so, I
received these words:

I want them to come to Me for
everything.
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you say it. There are those who would
capture your words and imprison
you by them.

Discernment
Neither a Beggar nor a Lender Be
Look Neither to the Left nor the Right
The Importance of the Will

With what compassion it was
spoken! Here is your alignment and
your direction. It is the way through

the threshold into the light. It is
the secret of initiation and the
grounding of new light energies
on earth. It is the presence of
God’s truth revealed.

Are You In Compliance With
The Now?
Learning to live in the
Adjuster’s¹ rhythm requires us
to live in the now. This moment,
closer than breathing, is the
activation of your Adjuster. The
passing of time is illusion. Your
preparation for death, illness is
stupidity. Nothing but that. We
who are afraid will live in fear.
And fear will govern our lives.
But that one who seeks only the
Will of the Father shall be called
My Son.
Lovingly I pass this to you and
with great love in my heart, I say
“Come.”
Peace and joy be with you,
Crystal

EDITORIAL TEAM
Editors:

Okey Ibezim
Susan Hunt
Elizabeth Hunt

¹ This refers to the Thought Adjuster or the “Father Within,” the Father
fragment that indwells each of us, who counsels and directs, who adjusts
our thoughts and seeks to fuse with us as one mind, one heart. The
Thought Adjuster is often viewed as the Inner Voice of truth.—C.

Design/Arrangement: Okey Ibezim
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Neither a Beggar nor a Lender Be
The Master’s Papers, #13

Stand in the Creative Power - which
is alive on our planet and create
from That: what is noble, what is
good.
There is a reason for your test in
faith as you now face a Creative
Power that is virtually NEW to this
planet. It is a power of
MANIFESTATION.
As you have learned to live in faith
and to trust in the Lord, the Word,
so now you are ready to vibrate atone with the Creative Daughter, the
Creative Power.
Such a Power has been unleashed
upon this planet as to delight the
blessed angels and holy legions of
My Son. We are transferred into a
Power of Creative Intelligence and
immediate manifestation can occur.
Humanity - the initiates of power have been called into a deeper level
or degree of responsible power
wherein EVERY THOUGHT and
EVERY WORD must be understood
as verbal decree, a just and
probable manifestation! Every
thought, every word, every feeling
is to be registered as CREATIVE. It
MUST manifest in this power of My
Own. Those of you who have
studied and continue to study with
this University are presently being
tested in this Creative Power. You
must accept this test, for, like it or
not, you are ready to accept this
responsibility of creation where
every word and every thought
becomes a divine decree of Christ
Energy!
Therefore: There must be no self-

hate, because if a student is still
nourishing self-hatred he or
she will most certainly reap
from that. Stand strong in your
Christ. Be still and know that "I
AM" God. Nourish that
identity: your God potential.
And position yourself in My
Power FOR THE GOOD OF ALL.
EVERY WORD YOU SPEAK
BECOMES A SEED THAT IS
PLANTED IN THE CREATIVE
POWER. Every word is your
responsibility. You are a child
no longer in the transition of a
new and vital humanity. Come
forth and Be!
The recent increase in the
Creative Power throughout this
earth forces negative claims to
objectify. Thus, if there is still
darkness within you, that
darkness or negativity will
manifest in your life at a much
faster rate than before. For the
Creative Power is literally
forcing any negative concept,
emotion or past record up into
objectification. Recall the
warning of John The Baptist "to
make way for the coming of the
Lord".
As I, Crystal, contemplated
these thoughts, the words
came to me: "If they are going
to live in Creative Power, they
are going to have to watch their
thoughts and feelings".
Every seeming need, be it an
article of clothing, a workshop
to attend, a brand new car, the
bills that are due...Every

seeming need is the CALL TO
CREATION! Exercise the
Power. Give it breath. Plant
your feet in it and walk with it.
Be ascended!
Every need appearing is
creation EMERGNG. Standing
in the Holy Spirit, Creative
Power, thank the Father and
give birth to "the Son". The
Son in this case is that that is
allowed to manifest by your
faith.
There is no limitation in God.
God IS. Begin to monitor your
thoughts, feelings, concepts.
Reverse the "I can't" into I (in
God) CAN. Reverse the "I
don't want..." into Father, I
WILL!
When "human" life is over (or
human sense) the true life can
begin: the life of Christ in Man.
For when Man (he or she)
reveals the King, he is one with
Him.
You must begin to produce.
Remember how Jesus cursed
the fig tree that did not
produce of itself. GOD MUST
FLOW and I AM must be
expressed. Rise to the place
that is prepared.
Neither a beggar nor a lender
be. Let your consciousness
become the Christ. This is the
fourth dimensional attitude.
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Look Neither to The Left Nor The Right
The Master’s Papers, #77

Once you are "on the path" of
transformation and unity with God
within, the Spirit within you, you
define things differently. There is no
comparison between you and your
neighbor or your friend. Each
individual is unique - quite different as to the steps he or she must take in
line with initiation and the
preparation for that initiation.
I tell you this now because many
individuals, sincere students on the
path, are still comparing their lives
with the lives of others. This is not
the way for the lightworker! Nor is it
the way for he or she who is in
preparation for selfless world
service. Remember this. Be grateful
that you are watched over and
guided in line with your past
experiences and your future service.
The inner gate does not open to the
uninitiated. The chela, the disciple,
the one who seeks to find, is
initiated into the centerpoint of Being. The soul must be at rest there in
that place of unity and Christ Spirit.
For it is in this place of unity that I
AM. World service begins here.
When the chela's life is turned over
to the Presence within, the GodSelf
emerges and Truth begins to play a
part in that one's life.

1

This is important to remember:
Do not covet another's life for
that life is not yours! You are
unique and have your own
lessons to learn. To envy
another is to miss a beat of
your heart. Be envious not. You
are in a school. This Earth is
your teacher. Listen! And want
not for yourself. Your great
release lies in that place of
unconditional service, asking
nothing for yourself, not even
companionship on the path.
Look about you. What are you
learning? Have you crossed the
bridge yet or are you still
holding back? If there is a
pattern you have set, release
that pattern and let it go! The
sacred center of your being
wants to express uniquely and
truly. When you walk the path
of initiation, you have one life.
That life bears witness to Itself
as the Christ.
Listen to the ways of your own
spirit. It is foolish to compare
your life with another. Let God
unfold as your real Self. Trust in
that unfoldment and rest not in
another. I AM the way, the
truth and the life. Follow Me.
And the desert shall grow as a

This refers also to the purification and the opening of your higher chakras.
The University is focused on the ninth, tenth and eleventh chakras or
centers at this time. We wish to activate those chakras for the Work ahead
in alignment with the Truth Circuit.

rose. Be at peace, children of
My own way. Be at peace.

The University Has
A Purpose
The purpose of this University
is to present an energy field or
vibration an octave higher and
beyond what you have been
accustomed to in your
schooling and daily
experience. The increase in
vibration, within the
thoughtforms activated by
this University presentation, is
to awaken higher dimensions
of Mind Intelligence that have
been dormant in your Earth
experience¹
The light of this program
presented through the
University of Melchizedek
takes you directly to the
stream of thinking that is My
original creation. It is the
program of uniting with the
Thought Adjuster, the Father
Within. It is also the program
to officially open you into the
new creation or the "First
Creation" as intended. We, as
masters of the White Lodge,
want you to vibrate actively as
Creative Intelligence at one
with the Universe Mind. This
will bring you consciously into
a new order of being. It will
continued on page 6
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The Importance of The Will
The Master’s Papers, #80

Often in the spiritual teachings the
word 'surrender' is used. This term
can be misunderstood. Because in
the act of spiritual surrender, you
become far more power-filled than
if you had not surrendered into the
spiritual energy of your own Life
C i rc u i t . T h e a c t o f s p i r i t u a l
surrender realigns you to the
GodSelf in the body, mind and spirit.
Your own will is honored, deeply
respected and encouraged in the
functioning and blossoming being
that you are. It is one thing to be
willful and another to release your
will into the God Being you are for
greater strength, elasticity and
authority. How does one say the
divine Word “I AM” unless the
individual will is unbroken, in place
and aligned to the GodSelf?
I AM is the will, is it not? It is the
placement of God in man as Be-ing.
God in expression is the Will.
Picture - if you will - the vibrating I
AM Presence as the Will of God. This
Will is co-partner with your will. As
you agree in heart and mind with the
Will of the Creator or GodSelf within
you, you are setting up a flow of
power and authority that
accomplishes and achieves.
Take a good look at your will. Are you
aligned with the I AM Presence?
What does it mean to be 'aligned'
and how might you accomplish this?

If the body is to be clothed with
spirit or the light of God, how
might your will play a part in
this creative pattern of body
change?
You and God are One. The
degree of oneness or
unification is perceived by your
awareness. Where is your will
now? Is it in agreement with
'The Father's Will'? What does
it mean, Thy will be done?
The discipline of listening to
the Thought Adjuster, or the
Spirit of Truth, and following
the guidance of that Master
Teacher, changes your 'little
will' into the all powerful God
Will. In the oneness of God the
heavens can be restored as can
this earth. God's Will is the
recircuiting of energy that
enables human beings to rise
to nobility and masterhood.
This alignment of your will
with the Presence of God or
Truth stabilizes you. It is this
stabilization of will that raises
the curtain into immortal life.
Such a discipline can be likened
to straightening the spine. The
might and the power of God's
Will flowing through you
creates the Initiate.
Surrender to no one! Align with
the GodSelf. In that place of

union and realization be
quickened! It is here form
changes, and mind beams new
thought to the universe.
The Will of God is your will
when you open your eyes and
release the old patterns of a
false creation.
Walk in oneness. Think in
wholeness. Command with
God's perfect Will.

Bargain With No One
There is a price for everything.
Your Inner Voice, God's Will in
you, sets the price. Pay that
amount. Without argument.
When you listen and agree
with the Inner Voice or the
'Ihought Adjuster, there is but
one price to pay.
Note: When you listen and
follow your own Inner Voice,
you walk the path to Godhood.
Listening to the Inner Voice
within yourself is creative,
freeing, and it is courageous!
Be not a doormat. Rise and be
conscious!
Be the GodSelf in all you do
and say. Walk universally. I
AM you.
- Crystal
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Look Neither to The Left
Nor The Right
continued from page 4

open you to a network of Creative
Power never felt on Earth until this
time. (This is one of the reasons the
Master Jesus said to His disciples,
"Greater things will you do.")

designed to open you further
into your own light and to open
your chakras or centers to the
Cosmic Man who you are in
Truth.

We realize that this lesson material
is not easy. The materials and
concepts are meant to stimulate
you into opening intuitively and
intellectually as light guardians on
earth.

Every word is designed
mathematically² to open you
into a new realm of living light.
Decoded, you will discover
infinite records of radiant
Intelligence vibrating for you.
Therefore, do not be
discouraged if you cannot
understand the lesson material
with your mortal mind. There is
another place to go. The
University is created on this
plane to assist you in aligning
with the Higher Mind.

How lazy human beings have
become! It is not easy to open the
mind to new concepts, is it? You,
who have entered this Melchizedek
L ig ht P ro g ra m , a re i n a n ew
d i m e n s i o n a s yo u s t u d y t h e
concepts given. Learning to align
and fuse with the Inner Voice and
the Thought Adjuster will place you
in the higher chakras of divine being
where thinking is vibration of Divine
Intelligence. You must think with
God Intelligence now.
At the University of Melchizedek
yo u a re ta u g ht , g u i d e d a n d
encouraged in harmony with Christ
Mind to vibrate out of
human/mortal intelligence into the
solar Christ Mind or solar
consciousness. This Mind is a place
of unification with the Creator who
abides within you as Oneness.
Each and every word in the lesson
material presented has been

INTRODUCTION TO THE
UNIVERSITY OF MELCHIZEDEK
(CD format only):
A really excellent summary of the
Melchizedek Teachings through this
University. It pulls it all together for you
from A to Z. 60 min. Available through
the University online store at
http://shop.melchizedeklearning.com
/product.sc?productId=161&categor
yId=23

These Melchizedek studies are
as a new gate offered to you at
this time and are well worth the
price of discipline, patience and
dedication. This is a masters'
school. A University Training
Center for illumined teachers in
the new world of light.
Blessings from Crystal and
Kuthumi

²Code of mathematics here is
the divine formula I AM THAT I
AM.

You are a cosmic cell in the divine
body of God. If this be truth then
everything and all life is in God.
(from The Workbook: Study Guide
for The GodSelf, by Patricia Jepsen
C h u s e ) Av a i l a b l e th r o u g h th e
University online store at
http://shop.melchizedeklearning.co
m/product.sc?productId=633&categ
oryId=2
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